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Tillotson,

seeking them in place.

same time
as the
enclosing rook) origin must
necessity be postponed until they are found in place.

Concretions may vary greatly as to kind of
material,
size, shape, structure, and mode of origin.
In this article
it is the purpose of the writer to deal with
only one kind of
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Banding at Grand Canyon
Ranger Naturalist Russell Grater

Widforss, An Appreciation

The concretions
collected from the Chuar shales are all
or less spherical in
form, and range in size from three
eights of an inch to an inch and a half in diameter.
On the
outside they range in color from dark reddish brown to

and while
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some

are

very round and smooth; others have

The internal structure
....
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concentrically laminated
1.

or

black,
rough

a

irregular surface.

Siege of Fair Weather

New Mammal Record for Grand Canyon
Edwin D. MoKee, Park Naturalist

ooours.

more

Current Observations of Bird

MoHenry

Park

Unfortunately he found

concretion and the kind of rook in which it

Pyrite Concretions from the Chuar
Ranger Naturalist J. J. Bryan

in May 1930,

Concretions are very caramon in
sedimentary rocks of all
types and ages. Most commonly they are formed of either oaloite, silica, iron oxides, siderite, or pyrite.
Concretions
of pyrite
and marcasite are of widespread occurrence and are
to be found
particularly in dark shales of marine origin.^

Donald Edward MoHenry,
Acting Park Naturalist

Junior Park Naturalist D. E.

Nankoweap Basin

formed at the

of

Table of Contents

A

into the

them in float, and time
However, a brief des¬
cription of the concretions and their characteristics does
not seem amiss at this time;
though any discussion as to synenetic (formed later than the
enclosing rook) or epigenetid

the Grand Canyon region in the
fields of natural history,
history and related
subjects. It is published by the Natural History
Association for the
Grand Canyon National Park#
Membership in this Association is $1.00 per year
and includes
a
subscription to Nature
Notes.
Additional copies of Nature Notes may be obtained
at 10/ each by addressing
the Grand Canyon Nat¬
ural History Association, Grand Canyon, Arizona

Superintendent

trip

did not permit

vestigation in

R.

a

Ranger Naturalist J. J. Bryan

Naturalist E. D. MoKee collected a number of
spherical con¬
cretions
from the shales
of the
Chuar group
of sediments

(Algonkian)•

publication is issued monthly for the
recording observations and of making

known the results of

M.
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Grand

Canyon National Park
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pyrite, concretions

of concretions

radial,

usually is either
but concentric structure

Twenhofel, W. H., TREATISE ON SEDIMENTATION
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generally

oonsidered to be

gypsum,

barite,

have

uniform

a

there are

the most common.
concretions of

However,

It

oalcite,
and pyrite and marcasite.
A concretion may
texture and color throughout, but usually

radial struoture is

quite oommon in

variations in the

tion

different bands and parts."'

"The nuclei of concretions may

consist of fossils, grains

sand,

supersaturated solution through inocula¬
substances might furnish the con¬
ditions necessary for
precipitation and the same material in
solution at a distance
diffusing into the area of lessened
pressure would furnish more material to be aggregated around
or

are

the center dropped out when the
These centers

were

or

of the

some

tested to

see

less

badly

concre¬
if they

three

this article were found
of very pale, brassy-yellow

concretions described in

oomposed

on

the inside

Because of the pale

number of the

yellow color, the writer tested

A.

None of the many

concretions broken open had a definite¬

B.

n

it

it

M

it

"

pp.
it
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surface and generally darkest colored.
nearly perfect in internal radial

Medium

rough

on

surface

margins.

and generally

dull reddish

brown color.

Radial struoture well developed around margins,
grades into massive pyrite in center.
Minimum amount of oxidation around the margins.
C.

ly recognizable nucleus, but as explained in the quotation
Twenhofel,
'It may be that a nucleus of organic
matter was once present and has disappeared.'

SEDIMENTATION

on

more

struoture.
Medium amount of oxidation around the

Smooth on surface;
generally
color.
Radial structure only poorly

but

dark brown to black in

developed on margins,
grades into massive pyrite in center.
Maximum amount of oxidation around the margins.

above from

Twenhofel, W. H., TREATISE ON

Very rough
Exhibits

Although all the pyrite concretions described herein are
more or less radial in structure, some exhibit such structure
muoh better than
others.
Some perfect examples were found
with elongated
crystals of pyrite radiating from a oommon
oenter to the outside.
Others have a good radial struoture
around the outer margins which merges into massive pyrite in
the center.
The smallest ones as a rule exhibit very poor
radial struoture, if any at all.

2.

were more

to external form.

specimens to make sure they were pyrite and
not marcasite.
Tests were made for arsenic with the closed
tube but they failed to reveal any trace of that element.
a

In

precipitated

All the

pyrite.

specimens,
cracked.

was

concretions

outside to limonite.

Using external appearance as a basis for division, there
types.
The sketches and explanations below will
serve to show this seeming relationship of internal structure

reaction with other

that first

to be

the

ternal color of the concretion.

A saturated or

ed.

tion

found that all the

on

might be marcasite, but they were pyrite just like the rest
of the specimens.
An interesting point is that the oxidized
zone and the degree of
internal radial struoture seems to be
related to the degree of roughness on the surface and the ex¬

particles of oalcite, etc.
Most concretions, how¬
ever, appear to be without
visible nuclei. It may be that a
nucleus of organic matter was once present but has disappear¬
of

was

oxidized
weathered

"While concretions

geologic

work,

concretion is
cretions were

oonsidered of little

importance in
interesting structures, and each
less a study in itself.
As these con¬
are

they are

more

or

found in loose

talus and

debris of the Chuar
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shales,it is impossible to apply any of the criteria general¬
ly used to determine the time of origin in relation to the
enclosing rook. However, oonoretions of pyrite and marcasite
so comnon in shales,
are best
interpreted as of syngenetic

J&IBD J&ANDINQt
at

origin.*'*
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By
Ranger Naturalist Russell Grater
banding in 1934 here in Grand Canyon has thus far
highly successful, but the month of November has given

Bird
been
a

tremendous

boost to the total

number of birds banded this

During November a total of two hundred and forty-two
birds were banded
in the Village area and at the Yavapai
Observation Station.
This total is divided among the various
species as follows:
year.

Shufeldt Junco

151

Red-backed Junco

40

Chestnut-backed Bluebird

31

Mountain Chickadee

7

Gambel1s

Sparrow
Rocky Mountain Nuthatch
Pigmy Nuthatch
Gray Titmouse
Total

6
3

2
2
242

During the early part of the month birds were coming in¬
Village area in large bands, and as many as forty-one
birds have been banded in one day at a single station.
to the

Naturally there vrere numerous retakes recorded during
month, the records showing a total of one hundred and
eighty-one birds caught which had been banded at some earlier
date.
Most of the retakes were Juncos, several of which were
banded at Grand Canyon in 1932.
the

Photo

by CtCesser

NANKOWEAP VALLEY

FROM TRAIL

One of the most

important retakes was made on November 4
Sparrow, banded at the North Rim station
on September 23,
1934 was retaken on the South Rim. Although
we have believed
that this
species flew across the Canyon,
this is the first actual proof of
trans-Canyon travel by the
"White-crowned Sparrow.
when

Concretions
Chuar

4.

found
among
sediments
at bottom.

Twenhofel, W. H., TREATISE ON SEDIMENTATION
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Yftiite-crowned

e have
accustomed
ourselves
her© at
Grand Canyon to
Gunnar's occasional absence#
Indeed, although we always
missed him, it has seemed well in the
proper order of his life

and work to spend
some time each
year amy from this place;
which, nevertheless, I am sure he always thought of as home.
Away, visiting and painting in different surroundings for the

relief thus

afforded

from that

relentless

concentration he

oustomarily imposed upon himself in his great work of compre¬
hending and portraying for others so truthfully the realness
of Grand Canyon.
Even

now we

cannot believe

that this

time he has

gone

amy from us on the adventure from which there is no returning#
One half expects most any time to hear that
cheery, enthusias¬
tic voice and see that slight,confident
form; and again exper¬
ience the
thrill of fellow feeling at the

thought that,
again.
That feeling evades us now.
In its
place there is a dull, undefinable longing for something which
"Gunnar's

one

home

will not admit is lost.
Embodied in the

art which
survives
him is a
glorious
testimony to Gunnarfs character.
A bare few have realised
that the
God-given power of design exemplified in his works
was as stern and decisive
as is the wisdom of
any truly great
personality. Many have recognised an expression of his usual
lightheartedness in the gayety of his colors; some have sens¬
ed

a

well coordinated

and

purposeful life in the consistency
design with the best in draughts¬
manship and oolor harmony.
But to anyone, no matter how
uninitiated in the technicalities
of painting,
it must seem
true that no such appealing
beauty as Gunnar expressed in his
pictures could ever have been created by other than a
thorough
with which he combined

rare

gentlemen.

The mortal form

of him

rests in our
cemetery, close to
he loved and understood in his own unusual
manner.
The memory of him rests most
keenly in the heart of a
mother, at the family home in Sweden; and with many,
many real
friends who realise that in
knowing him they learned a little
more
of happiness for themselves and
understanding for each

the

great gorge

other.
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A Sie,ge, Of Faiq.

wtatfttq
By
Donald Edward MoHenry,
Junior Park Naturalist

brittle brovmish-bl&ok
to fall to the ground.
The end of August saw the normal blooming order of the wildflowers completely upset# Spring flowers, suoh as Buttercups,
Bluebells, Lupines and the like began to blossom in consider¬
able numbers following a few desultoryxand belated showers#

Stranger yet was the peculiar situation among the aspen
end of August and early September#
Along the lower
slopes of the valleys these trees were as free of foliage as
if winter had already set in#
Visitors remarked about the
striking drabness of the forest floor beneath the aspen groves
where usually,
by this time, there is a sprinkling of their
gay autumn colored leaves#
Only here and there on the higher
slopes were there any signs of the usual gold and amber of
autumn#
"Where aspen groves reached to the edge of the ever¬
green forest,
a few trees
still displayed a little summer
green as their all but parched roots found a bit of moisture
lingering in the shade of the spruce and fir#
at the

Nothing ploases the tourist so muoh as fair weather for a
Canyon -visit*
Same, however, prefer to see the Canyon when
the depths are filled with
drifting shadows of numerous «™n
olouds floating above, or
perhaps enhanced by an errant storm
moving majestically from rim to rim.
It
Grand

moisture#
By the end of July the
leaves
of many aspen -were beginning

is, however, no aesthetio consideration which leads
Canyon inhabitants to long most ardently for more olouds

and muoh more

moisture.
The annual
rainfall for the past
years on the North Him is 26 inches,
and 17.3 inohes
on the South Him*
However, during the year from Nov. 1, 1935
to October 30, 1934 the rainfall for the North Rim
has 1 been
bub
13.4 inohes and only 9*28
inohes for the South Him*

thirty

Although

a delight to the tourist, this siege of
for last year has not passed without
leaving its
life in Grand Canyon* After a mild

fair weather
mark upon
winter,more like early sum¬
mer then mine a
premature springtime with soattering of
spring
flowers whloh early rushed to
maturity and seeded. Some mid¬
summer flowers
appeared in the spring and autumn blossoms
arrived in the summer.
On the North Him, by the middle of
August, Goldenrod and various asters, normally
blooming in
the autumn, were
already in full flower.
The Quaking Aspen

had no sooner broken into leaf about the
middle
the leaves
began to droop,

moisture.

having wilted from

of

May then

the lack of
this condition

Not during the entire summer did
improve as skies remained crystal blue*
By the middle of
July one oould catch here and there the flash of
aspen leaves
already turned the golden yellow of autumn.
Everywhere new
tender growth at tips of branohes on
younger spruce and firs
had become a dull brown, withered from
the lack of sufficient

l.Data furnished by Robert

Williamson,local

weather observer.

is noted an interesting phenomenon# "When
lack of water, deciduous trees, suoh as the aspen,
forced
to shed their
leaves
as a
protective measure
Here, too,

there is
are

a

consumption of the moisture available in
through their leaves that trees loose
most of their moisture, it is normal that these leaves should
be dropped when drought threatens#
Before the leaves fall,
an abscission
layer, a thin layer of waterproof
oork-like
plant tissue is formed across the base of the leaf petiole to
seal over the scar when the
leaf has gone#
This shuts off
the flow of water to the leaf even before it has dropped from
the branch#
Because of the drought, this process was already
well under way by the middle of August#
Due to the drainage
of the cooler air to the bottom of the valleys,
a condition
somewhat like autumn was brought about
on the lower slopes#
It was here that the development of this oorklayer was great¬
ly aooelerated just as if autumn had really set in at that
place#
Hence, when late in August the belated and somewhat
light rains of what would normally have been the "wet" season
did arrive,the aspen at the bottom of the valleys had already
advanced considerably in development towards a condition pre¬
paratory to defoliation and oould no longer benefit greatly
against

the soil#

immediate

Since it is
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by the new supply of water.
On the other hand, the aspen
growing on the upper slopes were sufficiently retarded so
that the rains somewhat revived them and made it possible for
them to proceed more normally to autumn coloration and defo¬
liation.
Even in these trees the
leaves were dropped this
year earlier than usual and it seems to the writer that their
fall colors were possibly a
little more brilliant with reds
than

ordinarily.

No doubt many

other facts could be recalled to illus¬
just how the drough has affected the park areas but a
review of the above will serve to remind our readers just why
we at Grand Canyon,
along with our friends the Hopi Indians
near the Painted Desert to the east, would be pleased to have
a few more clouds and considerably more rain than we have had
for the past year,the tourist to the contrary notwithstanding.
trate

Not

only the plants, but also the animals of the region
drought. It was too dry for the usual crop of mushupon which the deer feed with so much relish.
Many old

felt the
roams

reliable water holes
time in their

on

the North Rim

dried up

for the first

known

history.
Early in June, Greenland Lake
was nothing but a
mud hole. By July the springs in Kaibab
Basin and Robber^ Roost were no more. There were many others
whioh also dried up,
but a majority of these normally dry up
anyway
sometime during every summer.
Naturally such condi¬
tions concentrated the game
around the few remaining sources
of water.
Especially conspicuous was this about the water
troughs provided for the game by the National Park Service.
This will doubtlessly
explain the more than usual number of
deer about the Bright Angel Ranger Station.
A noteworthy observation offered by Ranger Ed. Laws sheds
light on the effects on the deer of the very open season dur¬
ing the past winter. Many of the older and feebler deer nor¬
mally succumb in one way or another to the rigors of the win¬
ter weather.
Because of the mild winter of 1933-34, many of
those deer who would have died under the usual circumstances,
returned to the park area during the summer.

Another reminder

of the

past open winter, and to some
the great number of
Many of these insects
which ordinarily would have been killed by the winter weather
lived through the past mild one.
They often gathered in
a rather
painful ' reminder was
Yellow Jackets in the Park this summer.

people

swarms

about the tourists

noticeable wherever

a

this

and were
especially
to be found.

summer

little water

was

/tftv aaaaal uecord

For. Qra/td Caaycvt
By
Edwin D. McKee,
Park Naturalist

September 24, 1934 a male specimen of a bat was col¬
by Ranger Naturalist Russell Grater near the El Tovar
Hotel on the
South Rim of Grand Canyon.
This bat was sub¬
sequently sent to the U. S. Biological Survey for identifica¬
tion and was pronounced to be Myotis volans interior.
On

lected

publication "American Bats of the Genera Myotis
ten specimens of this subspecies are listed
from Arizona of which
four were from the Flagstaff
area,
which appears to be the closest approach to Grand Canyon pre¬
viously recorded. This new specimen represents an addition
to the known mammals of the Grand Canyon National Park.
In the

and

Piyonyx"1,

1.

Miller, Gerret S.
U.

Jr.,

S. National Museum

-

and

Glover M.
(1928 )pp 142-5

Allen,
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